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EUREKA 101 - WATERCOLOUR WHEEL

KEY:

Secondary colours - mix these in 
equal measure with a primary 
colour that’s closest to it to create 
tertiary colours.

Primary colours - mix these in 
equal measure with another 
primary colour to create secondary 
colours.
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EUREKA 101 - INSTRUCTIONS
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Please visit my Eureka TV channel for endless hints, tips and tutorials

Watercolouring Station

Ÿ Remove foam mat.
Ÿ Place desired cardstock into the recess and secure with magnetic bar.
Ÿ Remove watercolour brush cover and soak nib in water to soften.
Ÿ Place drops of ink into the watercolour pallet, one colour per well.
Ÿ Use the remaining watercolour wells to mix your desired colours.
Ÿ Use the underside of the tablets acrylic door to further mix your colours.
Ÿ Use the etched lines on the acrylic door to create horizons and landscapes on your 

project.

Scoring Station

Ÿ Place the red score board into the recess of the tablet, ensuring the foam mat is 
removed. This will prevent the scoreboard from sliding about.

Ÿ Use the scoring tool to create straight score lines evenly, in 1/8" increments as per one 
side of the scoreboard.

Ÿ Turn the score board over to use the templates for boxes, envelopes and frames.
Ÿ Follow the grid markings 4 bar, A2, A6 and A7 to make the corresponding elements.

Stamping Station 

Ÿ Insert foam mat into the recess of the stamping area for use with clear stamps, and 
remove for use with rubber stamps. 

Ÿ For use of much older and thinner clear stamps, place additional cardstock underneath 
the foam mat as required.

Ÿ Secure the media or cardstock in place using the magnet.
Ÿ Use the etched markings on the folding door to centralise and position your stamp. 

Clear and rubber stamps will naturally adhere to the surface.
Ÿ Ink up the stamp and close the door to meet your cardstock. Repeat the inking process 

as required.

Mixed Media

Ÿ 2 mm MDF: insert foam mat, place MDF on top and secure using the magnet. 
Continue stamping or watercolouring as required.

Ÿ 4 mm MDF: ensure foam mat is removed and insert MDF directly into the tablet, 
securing with the magnet.  Continue stamping and watercolouring as required.

Caution - the magnet is very powerful, take care not to pinch skin when 
securing. Keep the tablet, accessories and magnet away from children.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6RuZc2roOBamhKYbstkg9l3pK7XrkEwz
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